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EUROPE-ASIASTUDIES,Vol. 45, No. 6, 1993, 953-972

Moscow's Acceptance of NATO: The
Catalytic Role of German Unification
GERHARD WETTIG

Differing ideas about a post-confrontationist Europe
DURING THE POSTWARPERIOD relations in Europe were shaped by both East-West

confrontation and Germany's division. The two phenomena were rooted in the
systemic conflict between the West and the USSR. Two Western schools of thought
emerged as to how the rift might be overcome. The first held that a fair deal was
possible with the communists. The second doubted whether such an option existed.
Only a crisis of communismwould create the conditions for a substantialand lasting
accommodation.The two sides' ideas on the kind of solution differedas well. The fair
deal school of thoughtexpected a middle-of-the-roadcompromise,whereas the crisis
thinkersfelt an essentially Western-typeoutcome to be natural.
During the decade after 1945 public attention focused primarily on German
division and unification. While most of Germany's neighbours were not unhappy
about their enemy of World War II being divided and hence weakened, George
Kennan advocated a German unity settlement on the basis of East-West military
disengagement in Central Europe.1The 1950s also saw an intensive West German
debate on 'missed opportunitiesfor reunification',particularlywith regardto Stalin's
note of 10 March 1952.2 The premise was that Germanunity on a democraticbasis
could have been bought from the Soviet leadership if the Western side had been
willing to trade West Germanrearmamentand membershipin the Western 'military
bloc'.
In the 1960s and 1970s security in Europe through East-West deconfrontation
became the principal issue. Both modus vivendi detente and the Conference on
Security and Cooperationin Europe (CSCE) process demonstratethat the West was
preparedto seek agreementalong these lines. In the end, however, no more than some
kind of fragile co-existence resulted which did not do away with what remained an
essentially confrontationistEast-West relationship.
It was only when communismentereda phase of crisis and collapse that East-West
antagonism was overcome. Unexpectedly, the issue of German unity then also
imposed itself with elemental force.3 For a few months, the Gorbachev leadership
tried to contain East Germanprotest within the bounds of decommunisation,so as to
leave the GDR's separatestatehoodintact. The effort was to no avail.4At the end of
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January1990 the CPSU SecretaryGeneral understoodat last that he was unable to
stem the tide of Germanunification,given the fact that the USSR was unwilling both
to use brute force in the GDR and to pour massive subsidies into the country. He
eventually acquiesced in the process of German unity, which he wrongly thought
would be slow and gradualin nature.5
Confrontationin Europe and division of Germanywere on the wane as a result of
communist collapse in Central Europe. As it turned out, the Marxist-Leninist
perceptionthat 'socialism' was incompatiblewith Western 'capitalism', or 'imperialism', and hence could not but be in an antagonisticrelationshipwith it, had been the
impedimentto East-West agreement.The crisis school of thought was proved right.
Two related questions, however, remainedopen. Which would come first and which
second-European security or Germanunity? And what would be the structuresof
European security in the future-something new based on pan-Europeanismor an
essentially Western-typearrangement?
Ever since the 1960s it had been generally assumed in the West that Germanunity,
if it became a real possibility again at all, could result only from precedingagreement
on Europeansecurity which would solve the Germanproblem for the neighbouring
peoples. But what emerged in early 1990 was a Germanunificationdynamismwhich
gained momentum before any kind of European security framework had been
prepared.Would it be possible to negotiate ex post what had not been generatedby
the precedingdevelopment?The lack of structuresof Europeansecurity would imply
German unificationwithout the Europeansafeguardhitherto deemed essential. This
was the problemwhich the big powers, inter alia the USSR, had to face early in 1990.
Until then only a few thoughts had addressed the question of how European
securitymight be structuredin concreteterms after the end of bloc confrontation.The
crisis school of thought, as represented,inter alia, by Adenauerand also by Kennan
during his 'containment'years,6expected Western normalcy to prevail again. This,
however, was abhorredby the advocates of detente. Egon Bahr expounded the idea
that German division had to be cured by 'change throughrapprochement'.Western
acceptance of the communists as partnerswas to provide the basis for the communists' increasing willingness to allow for change and transformationin their power
sphere.7 The German nation was to continue by means of contact across the
East-West divide.

Blueprints for post-confrontationist security in Europe

In Bahr's perspective,Europeansecurity also requiredrestructuringin the interestsof
overcoming bloc confrontation.Four successive steps were envisaged. After international acceptance of the GDR, establishment of relations between Bonn and all
Warsaw Pact countries, and negotiations on military forces reduction in Germany
(policies which had then been implemented since the early 1970s), creation of a
Europeansecurity system including the two Germanstates, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary,Denmark,and the Benelux countries appearedessential. All American and
Soviet forces were seen as candidates for withdrawal from these countries. Also
NATO and the WarsawPact were scheduled for dissolution. The two leading powers
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on either side, the US and the USSR, were to remainoutside the envisaged collective
Europeansecurity system but to guaranteeits inviolability from outside attack.8
There was a Soviet alternativeto Bahr's ideas on European security. In January
1990 two semi-official articles were published in Moscow to add perspective to the
breakdownof the WarsawPact's communiststructuresand to define betterguarantees
for the USSR's security in the future.9The gist of the argumentwas that the Warsaw
Pact had been a Soviet-enforced alliance with only involuntary,and hence useless,
contributionsfrom the other allies. In addition to that, the USSR had to pay dearly
for a mere semblance of allied solidarity.Therefore it was seen as a positive rather
than a negative result that the allies' recent decommunisationhad broken the old
mould, for this would allow genuine solidaritywith the USSR. At the same time, the
Soviet side indicated that the obligations under the Warsaw Treaty had to be
transformed. Communality was to be more political than military in character;
unwilling allies had to be permittedto turninto partnerswith sub-allianceresponsibilities, largely according to the model of Soviet-Finnish relations. Economic
considerationswere prominentin this concept.'?
The Kremlin's acceptance of the breathtakinganti-communistdevelopment in the
'outer empire' notwithstanding, the concept implied an essentially conservative
approachto Europeansecurity. It posited continuationof the Warsaw Pact as before,
if on a different political basis. The underlyingpremise was that there would be no
fundamentalchange in the previous pattern, which had been characterisedby the
existence of two blocs facing each other in Europe.At the time the two articles were
written, the GDR was still seen as a separatestate which would remain part of the
Eastern alliance in the foreseeable future.

Options for European security early in 1990

Shortly afterwards,however, it became clear that Germanywould unify and that, as
a result, the GDR's participationin the WarsawPact was jeopardised.Stabilisationof
the old security system on a modified basis became increasinglyunlikely. The Soviet
decision makers were confrontedwith the challenge that some other solution had to
be found. In a situationcharacterisedby uncertaintyand pressure,they had to guard
the interests of Soviet security in general and of the Warsaw Pact in particular.
They had to choose among essentially three options:
1. Unified Germanymight be persuadedto contributeto the WarsawPact in a degree
that would ensure the Eastern alliance's viability.
2. In accordancewith the declared principle of exclusively voluntaryparticipation,
the WarsawPact would seek to dispense with its Germancomponent.This would
eliminate the intra-allianceand anti-Westernaspects of threat inherent in Soviet
military deployment in the GDR. In consequence of that,
* united Germanywould belong neither to NATO nor to the Pact, or
* the USSR would acquiesce in an asymmetricalsolution allowing for Germany
to be a member of NATO (with or without restrictionson the inclusion of East
Germany).
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3. If the Warsaw Pact proved untenableunder option 2, the Kremlin would have to
accept a Europeanconfigurationwhich would leave it without allies.
Theoretically, there was still another option: Germany's inclusion into the Warsaw
Pact. But the Soviet leadership realised from the very beginning that it could not
conceivably hope for such an outcome. Therefore, this possibility is not taken into
account here.
The context of negotiating on Germany
After Gorbachevhad acquiesced in Germanunificationat the end of January199011
he quickly accepted the proceduralframeworkfor internationalnegotiations on the
problem. On 10 February1990 the CPSU General Secretaryconceded to Chancellor
Kohl that the Germanswould be allowed to decide themselves on how they wanted
to be united and within what time frame.12He did not object when his interlocutor
expressed his willingness to seek 'unity as fast as possible'."3This amounted to
handing the key to Germanunity to the West Germangovernment,as one of Kohl's
principal advisers has rightly pointed out.14 Gorbachev felt he could afford to
renounce interference in internal matters of German unification. He confidently
expected a protractedprocess to result which would leave the GDR intact for quite
a while. Thus Soviet influence would be indirectly preserved, and the USSR would
be under no time pressure.Underlying this view was the assessment that the social
democrats were the prospective crucial political force in East Germany'5.An additional reassuranceseemed to be provided by the fact that all the groups represented
at the GDR's CentralRound Table were unwilling to abandon separatestatehood.'6
Gorbachev's expectation, however, was ill-founded. In the East Germanelections
of 18 March 1990 Kohl's political ally, the christian democratic Alliance for
Germany, prevailed. The social democrats emerged with less than half the votes.
From then on, Kohl could go aheadputtinghis idea of fast and full Germanunity into
practice. Moscow had relinquishedits claim to control over the internal aspects of
unificationand thus could do nothing but passively observe the facts which Bonn was
creating in agreementwith the new governmentin East Berlin.
It was generally understoodby the governmentsinvolved that the Germanscould
exercise national self-determinationwithout foreign participationonly as far as the
domestic aspects of unification were concerned. Internationalimplications naturally
required negotiations with other countries. The framework for this was agreed
between the foreign ministers of the NATO and Warsaw Pact countries at the 'Open
Sky' Conferencein Ottawaon 13 February1990. Both the two Germanstates and the
four powers with responsibilitiesin Germanywere to talk aboutthe 'externalaspects'
of Germanunification.As was emphasised, the problem of the neighbouringstates'
security was to play a prominent role in this context.'7 This procedural decision
basically implied two things. The partnerswith whom the Germans had to reach
agreementwere restrictedto the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain and
France. Other countries, such as Poland (which vainly sought to be included during
the following months), had to voice their demands and grievances against Germany
throughthe four powers. In addition to that, the two German states were listed first
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in official terminology-a formality which indicated that it was primarily their
interests that were to be taken into account.
Remarkably,the crucial decisions on procedurewere reached very fast, almost in
passing. Underlying this was a political rapprochementbetween the USSR and the
West. Soviet and West German leaders had created a foundation of empathy and
understandingwhen Kohl visited Moscow in autumn 1988 and Gorbachevcame to
Bonn in returnin mid-1989. At the Malta summit Soviet relations with the United
States had become very cooperative as well. In his talks with President Bush,
Gorbachev had emphasised the need to develop common views on the ongoing
political developmentsin Europe and to act upon them in mutual agreement.In this
context, he assured Bush that he viewed US commitmentto Europe favourably.18A
joint press conference was held, in which Gorbachev expressed himself very positively on Americanpolicies and formulatedthe principle of co-responsibility.19After
his returnto Moscow, Gorbachevconcluded that the Cold War had definitely come
to an end and that understandingand cooperationwith the United States was now on
the agenda.20From then on the Soviet leader fully advocateda co-operativerelationship with the Western countries and placed his stakes on correspondingpolicies.
Economic expectationsclearly played a role21but Gorbachev'snew design was much
broaderthan that. In this context, consensus with the Western partnerswas clearly
desirable. This explains why the Kremlin did not resume its previous tactics of
stalling and bickering but allowed the negotiations on Germanyto reach agreement
without delay.
Moscow also refrained from two other practices to which it had habitually had
recourse in the past. Differences between the West Germansand their East German
partnerswere not exploited, despite the fact that the two sides had obvious difficulties
in agreeing on some crucial points and that there was a feeling of being neglected in
East Berlin. Also, the Soviet side did nothing to mobilise the Germanpublic against
their country's NATO membership,even though there were pacifists and other circles
who would have been willing to participatein such a campaign. One may argue, of
course, that either activity had little chance of impressing the leaders in Bonn and
other Westerncapitals in such a way as to make them change their basic attitude.But
either ploy could have been expected to have a great nuisance value and to put
pressureon the West. While the Soviet leaders had previously valued such pressure
as a useful negotiationdevice, they did not want it now. The Kremlinwas interested
in completing its rapprochementwith the West by an understandingon the German
problem. For this reason it sought a solution which would be 'mutuallyacceptable',
as was indicatedfrom the start.This expressly applied also to the most difficult issue:
Germanmembershipin NATO.
Interstate controversy over German NATO membership

During the period of East-West confrontation, Soviet statements had invariably
portrayed NATO as an aggressive military bloc. West Germany's inclusion into
NATO in 1955 was allegedly both a provocationagainst the USSR and a breach of
Western war and postwar commitments. Political analysts had got used to the
seemingly inescapableconclusion that Soviet acceptanceof Germanunificationcould
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not be bought at a price other than the country's withdrawal from the Western
alliance. There were, in fact, corresponding inclinations within the Soviet body
politic. When, in spring 1989, Shevardnadze and Gorbachev were warned by a
foreign policy adviser that East Germandestabilisationwas progressingrapidly and
that hence the problem of Germanunificationwould impose itself, the recommendation was to plan for a pan-Europeansecurity system which would be capable of
integratingthe prospectiveunited Germany.22When, early in 1990, the Soviet leaders
accepted at last that Germanunificationwas inevitable, they expressed their preference for some settlementwhich would take Germanyout of the militaryblocs. While
a neutralstatusfor the CentralEuropeancountrydid not greatly appeal to Gorbachev
and Shevardnadze,other variants of a non-NATO arrangementwere deemed desirable. According to this idea, practical details had to be worked out in the course of
a dialogue with the Western negotiating partners.23
What the Kremlin was essentially interested in was that the prospective united
Germany should be excluded from NATO and not be allowed to turn into an
independentmilitary power as well. If Germany continued to be committed to the
Western side, it was held, this would amountto an anti-Soviet shift in the correlation
of forces.24This argumentimplied that, contraryto what Gorbachevhad told Bush at
the Malta summit, there was still a relationshipof rivalrybetween the USSR and the
Atlantic alliance. Nonetheless, Soviet representativesargued that past confrontation
must not continue into the future and hence Germanunificationwas to be used as an
opportunityfor creating new pan-Europeansecurity structureswhich would subsequently attractmore countries.This in turn would serve as an element of East-West
unity.25There was also an alternativeSoviet suggestion. If West Germanywould not
leave the Westernalliance, the GDR too would have to retainthe political obligations
and responsibilitieswhich it had taken on, both in the WarsawTreaty and in bilateral
relations with the USSR. This idea was clearly opposed to the argumentthat bloc
structureshad to be overcome. The common denominator,however, was a quest for
equity which was to be established by a symmetricalsolution for the two sides.
For some while, Gorbachev and Shevardnadzewere cautious in arguing against
GermanNATO membership.Their rejectionwas less than categorical.26They equally
emphasised that the interests of the other side had to be taken into account and that
a compromise would be appropriate.27It was only when the GDR's communist
Minister President, Modrow, visited Moscow on 6 March 1990 that Gorbachev
declared Germany'sinclusion in NATO to be 'absolutely excluded'.28Subsequently,
however, the Soviet leaders largely reverted to a more guarded expression of their
resistance to the Western demand.
Undoubtedly, the responsible Soviet leaders had their reasons for not getting
committedtoo strongly.The internationalconfigurationwas highly unfavourable.The
governments of both the three Western powers and the Federal Republic were
adamant in demanding that Germany had to be a member of NATO. Otherwise,
European security would be put in jeopardy. Seen from Washington, London and
even Paris, the German contributionwas indispensable for the continuationof the
Western alliance. For its part, the West Germanestablishmentfelt NATO to be both
a crucial source of political support and a necessary reassurancefor the European
neighbourswho otherwise would be frightenedby the prospectof a greaterGermany.
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Accordingly,the USSR was confrontedwith partnerswho were absolutelydetermined
to insist on their view. If they did not get what they wanted, the two-plus-four
negotiations were likely to fail.
The Soviet leaders received no political support from the other Warsaw Pact
governments.When the foreign ministersof the Easternalliance met in Pragueon 17
March 1990, it was only Shevardnadzewho felt that Germany had to be outside
NATO. The East German delegation was incapable of taking a position since its
communist government was sure to be voted out on the following day. The
representativesof the three Balkan countries were careful not to commit themselves
in any way, while the ministers of Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary openly
advocated German NATO membership. For them, Germany's inclusion in the
Western alliance was the only possible institutionalguaranteeto control the risk of
future Germannationalismand the uncertaintyit might generate.NATO ratherthan
some ill-defined pan-Europeanframework was seen to be capable of coping with
whatever challenge might arise in Germany.29
The Soviet position was furtherweakened by the Kremlin's own doubt whether it
was wise for the USSR to press for a non-NATO solution at the price of estranging
the Western partners.The co-operativerelationshipsought by Moscow might be put
in jeopardy if the Soviet negotiators insisted too harshly on Germany's not being
allowed to remainin the Westernalliance. The USSR's anti-NATOinteresthad to be
weighed againstthe country'sinterestin friendshipwith the West. As it appears,there
was also an increasingawarenessthat the Soviet Union would have to dependheavily
on Western, and notably West German, support and aid if the critical stages of
perestroika were to be overcome. Last but not least, there was the problem of what
the Kremlin would do if the negotiations failed and the GDR was left without West
Germanassistance.East Germanywas rapidlybecoming unstable,and the Gorbachev
leadership saw no alternativebut permittingthe country to merge with the Federal
Republic. Under these conditions the possibility that the two-plus-four negotiations
might fail was a source of serious concern: then either the West Germans would
proceed without an agreement, or the GDR would be left to chaos and anarchy.
Neither option was acceptable. The strengthof this feeling in Moscow can be seen
from the warm approval which Shevardnadze gave to Bonn's plan for a quick
economic and currencyunion with the GDR as early as mid-February1990.30
Soviet search for alternatives to German NATO membership

When the two-plus-fournegotiations started,the Soviet leaders were still sufficiently
hopeful that Germanunificationcould be kept outside NATO. A crucial point of this
confidence was the expectation that the unificationprocess would take its time and
thus be sufficiently long to allow agreement to be reached with no time pressure
whatsoever.So it appearedlargely irrelevantthat the Kremlinhad no clear idea of the
future security orderin Europe and Germany'srole in it. The Soviet leaders declared
themselves open to a number of suggestions and options, depending on what might
prove acceptable to the partnersin the West. They were willing to discuss various
internationalstructuresfor Germany'sintegrationsuch as, in particular,some kind of
collective security system, an institutionalisedCSCE, a non-militaryrole in NATO,
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or German obligations toward both military alliances. Even the idea of having
Germany in a new NATO which would accept the Soviet Union as well was
broached.31
The proposalsof either collective securityor restrictedGermanNATO membership
(by analogy with France'srole in NATO) were voiced as trial balloons time and again
during the period from March to June 1990. Another line of thought, however, was
pursued more persistently: Germany was to participate in both NATO and the
WarsawPact and thus to provide a link between the two alliances which would make
them graduallymerge into one Europeansecurity system. The idea, which Shevardnadze offered as early as in Ottawawhen the decision was made on the two-plus-four
negotiations,32invariably elicited negative response among the Western partners.
Moscow persistentlyput it on the agenda for more than three months,33but failed in
its effort to make it attractive.In the Western view the idea was both unacceptable
and impractical:it could not but deprive NATO of its Germanbackbone and place
incompatible obligations on the Germans. Whenever the two alliances were at
variance, Germany would have to follow mutually exclusive directions. Equally
rejected was the concomitant idea, launched by the Soviet side, of committing
Germanyto allow both Western and Soviet troops to stay as allies on its soil. The
Soviet diplomats reacted by proposing instead a demilitarised corridor through
Germanyas a means to separatethe forces of either side. Soviet assurancesthat the
problems of dual membership could be handled easily as they would be only an
interim stage and would result in joint structuresof the two alliances34did not elicit
Western sympathy either.
From the very beginning, the Western negotiators tried to make German NATO
membershipacceptableto their Soviet partnersby suggesting reservationsconcerning
East Germany'sinclusion. The West Germangovernmenttook the initiativeby saying
that the new Federal lands might remain 'outside NATO's jurisdiction'.35There was
a controversy between the Foreign Minister, Genscher, and the Defence Minister,
Stoltenberg, on the extent of the restrictions to be included. The latter opposed
Genscher's idea that Eastern Germany should not be covered by German defence
forces.36Kohl took the position that the Germansoldiers who would be deployed in
the GDR might not be assigned to NATO.37 This concession was not deemed
unproblematicalin Bonn. It was felt to be indispensable that NATO's security
guaranteehad to cover all of Germany,but the alliance's defence system would be
excluded from the country's Eastern part, at least in peacetime. However, this
difficultyappearedminor in comparisonwith what would be gained if the USSR were
persuadedto accept GermanNATO membership.To contain the risks, Kohl insisted
on the Bundeswehrbeing deployed in the Easternprovinces from the very beginning
and on having all restrictionslifted after an interim period. It was on this basis that
the Western side reached consensus.38Not surprisingly,these qualificationswere not
seen as satisfactoryin Moscow. The Kremlin rejected them as insufficient.39
There were, however, early signs that the Soviet leadership was unlikely to be
adamantin resisting Western demands. The USSR's stand was characterisedby a
plethora of varying statementswhich seem to reflect differences both among policy
makers and over time. For example, a 'non-paper'handed by AmbassadorKochemasov to the East German government on 16 April 1990 was sharperin tone and
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contents than the statements made by Gorbachev and Shevardnadzein Bonn.40On
several occasions, Soviet representativesjustified their statementsby saying that they
had to take into account the domestic situationin their country.41This could possibly
be understoodto mean that they would like to be more conciliatory.
Strangelyenough, there is even some informationindicatingthatthe Soviet leaders'
opposition to Germany'srole in NATO might have been more apparentthan real at
a very early date. As Bonn learned from both Polish and Hungarian sources,
Shevardnadzeprivately expressed his gratitudeto the three foreign ministers of the
East CentralEuropeancountries for not backing him when he stated his opposition
to German NATO membership at the Prague Warsaw Pact session on 17 March
1990.42 Did this imply that the top foreign policy makerin Moscow felt that the allies'
defiance was helpful rather than detrimental, since it could be used to persuade
domestic opponentsthat GermanNATO membershipwas inevitable?While such an
assumption seems implausible, it is difficult to find anotherexplanation.
At an early stage of the negotiations,Soviet leaders and diplomatsbegan to define
generalcriteriawhich could be and eventuallywere used to justify crucialconcessions
on the NATO issue. The arrangementenvisaged was to make sure that war would not
originate from Germanyonce again.43Another yardstick which could be applied to
both hardline and compliant solutions was the demand that Germanyand/or NATO
must not take an anti-Soviet direction.44
Related policy issues

The foreign policy makers of both the USSR and the West agreed from the very
beginning that the crucial issues, particularlyGermany's military status, would only
be settled in a package deal which would provide compensationfor the concessions
to be made by one side or the other. One of the points which was emphasisedby the
Kremlin was the necessity of a lowered ceiling for Germany's military forces as a
crucial element of the agreement to be reached.45In June 1990 Shevardnadze
suggested that the currentGermantroop level of approximately700 000 men in the
two armies should be reduced to 200 000-250 000 soldiers when Germany was
united.46The need for a military reductioncommitmentwas recognised in Bonn and
in other Western capitals as a point of departure,and a ceiling of 380 000-420 000
men was contemplated.There was also a feeling that the Germantroop numbershad
to be fixed in the context of the talks on conventionalforces in Europe (CFE) rather
than in an isolated fashion.47
Another demandwhich was seen as equally importantin Moscow was denuclearisation of Germany. Particularlywhen it became increasingly clear that the Soviet
militaryforces and hence also the Soviet nuclearsystems would leave CentralEurope
in the years to come, it appeared equitable to the Kremlin that the West hlould
reciprocate. The Federal Republic had already renounced atomic, biological and
chemical (ABC) weapons and was likely to repeat this commitment,but it could not
be taken for granted that the Western nuclear arsenals in Germany would be
eliminated as well. It is for this reason that the Soviet negotiatorspressed for this to
be included in the agreement.48It was understoodon the Western side that something
had to be done to meet Soviet needs. It was helpful that, in early May 1990,
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PresidentBush decided to discontinueLance modernisation,which had been the focus
of intense controversywith the USSR in 1988-89. But other nuclear systems would
have to be addressedtoo.
One of the basic Soviet tenets was that East-West confrontation had to be
overcome and that therefore NATO had to change in character.The two alliances
were to develop cooperativestructuresto provide for common security. This presupposed that NATO would revise old doctrines and strategies alongside the Warsaw
Pact. The Kremlin was hopeful but less than confident that NATO would indeed
change.49The Soviet leadershipindicatedon occasion that NATO reform might have
an impact on how Germany's participationin the alliance would be assessed in
Moscow.5?
From the very startof the two-plus-fournegotiations,the West Germangovernment
and its allies began to think about how Soviet desire for NATO reform could be
satisfied, so as to facilitate agreementon the principalissue of Germanmembership
of the alliance. The discussions resultedin the 'LondonDeclarationon a Transformed
North Atlantic Alliance' of 6 July 1990.5'The crucial message was that 'the Atlantic
Communitymust reach out to the countries of the East which were our adversaries
in the Cold War, and extend to them the hand of friendship'.
In practical detail, NATO undertookto reduce and restructureits military forces,
to scale back the readinessof its active units, to eliminate all its nuclearartilleryshells
from Europe, and generally to decrease its reliance on nuclear weapons. A joint
NATO and Warsaw Pact declarationon terminationof the previous enmity relationship, on renunciation of threat or use of force against one another, and mutual
obligation to refrainfrom aggression was solemnly suggested. In an effort 'to reflect
the changing political role of the Alliance', Gorbachev and the leaders of the other
Warsaw Pact countries were invited to address the NATO Council and to establish
regular diplomatic liaison. Equally, Moscow's invitation to the NATO Secretary
Generalwas accepted. At the militarylevel, the Easternside was invited to intensify
contact and dialogue, and the Western alliance envisaged a basic rethinking of
defence. These commitmentsand promises evoked a highly positive response among
the Soviet leaders.52
Kohl took anotherinitiative to establish a mutual relationshipwhich would allow
the controversialpoints to be settled. Underlyingit was an early realisationthat firm
and durablecooperationwas a primarySoviet goal for both political and economic
reasons.53It was on this basis that Kohl's adviser, Teltschik, suggested that a
German-Soviettreaty should be proposedto Moscow as an instrumentto provide for
a stable new relationshipwhich would do away with past antagonismand guarantee
good relations.Kohl understoodat once that such a treatymight be crucial in settling
fundamental issues. When the treaty project was suggested to Gorbachev and
Shevardnadze,their response was highly positive. Such a contractualagreementwas
indeed the thing which the Soviet leaders were seeking.54
From the very beginning, the issues both of Soviet troop withdrawaland termination of four-power responsibility were related to the issue of Germany's military
status.These problemswill not be discussed here in any detail.55It suffices to say that
the Kremlin originally wanted to extend both its troop presence and its post-1945
status for some time to come, or at least retain the possibility of restoring either
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channel of influence, thereby indicating that it was necessary to ensure political
developmentin Germanywhich was favourablefor the USSR.56The controversyover
these points was protracted,with the Soviet side modifying the presentationof its
position. A linkage was established between the presence of Western and Soviet
forces: the Soviet troops would withdraw only if Western soldiers were evacuated
from Germanyas well.57
Moscow's demand for a transitional period before united Germany would be
granted full sovereignty also took the form of expressed willingness to allow
separationof domestic and foreign aspects of unificationin the interestsof getting the
stalled negotiations out of their impasse. As Shevardnadzesuggested at the Bonn
session of the two-plus-fournegotiationson 5 May 1990, Germanymight unite prior
to agreementon internationalconditions, negotiation on which would then proceed
without haste or negative impact on Germandomestic affairs. This was seemingly an
offer to allow intractableinternationalproblemssuch as, in particular,GermanNATO
membership not to hinder unification. In fact, however, the implication was that
Moscow would have been given the possibility to deny sovereignty to Germanyfor
an indefinite period of time. Also, the USSR would have been relieved of the
mounting pressure to accept Germanparticipationin NATO.58
The proposalwas subsequentlymodified so as to suggest that no more than simply
postponementof Germansovereigntyuntil some time afterunificationwas sought. To
supportthe demand, the argumentwas used that East Germany's treaty obligations,
particularlyvis-a-vis the WarsawPact, had to be adoptedby Germanyfor some while
until substituteshad been worked out.59In other contexts the Soviet representatives
also pressed for a reassurancethat the united Germany was to honour the GDR's
political obligations.60This was no mere pretence:as can be seen from Gorbachev's
exchange with Kohl on 15 July 1990, there was some serious concern that, in
particular,the Soviet stationingof troops in East Germanymight be deprivedof any
legal basis from one day to the next.61For this reason, Germanwillingness to unite
on the basis of the GDR's accession to the Federal Republic on the basis of article
23 of the West GermanBasic Law was initially rejectedas well.62All these arguments
were designed with a view to not allowing GermanNATO membershipto be pressed
against Moscow's wishes. All these proposalswere rejectedin Bonn and in the other
Western capitals. Thus Gorbachev and Shevardnadzecould not avoid being confronted with what was the crucial Western demand: Soviet acceptance of German
NATO membership.
The impact of domestic politics
While external factors pushed the Soviet foreign policy makers towards concession,
the domestic situation of the USSR tended to develop in the opposite direction.
Decommunisationand emancipationof what had been Moscow's 'outer empire' had
elicited resentmentand fury among both communistsand imperiallyminded soldiers
and intellectuals.In December 1989 a vocal opposition againstthe allegedly capitulationist policies of Gorbachevand Shevardnadzebegan to emerge. The two leadersand
their advisers were blamed for abandoningthe achievementsof World War II and for
jeopardising the foundations of Soviet security. This feeling of opposition was
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strongly voiced in the CPSU Central Committee plenum in February 1990, when
vehement attacks were directed against what was portrayed as a betrayal of the
country's most vital interests.63There was acute dissatisfactionin the apparat. Even
such a highly placed official person as one of the deputy ministersof defence, General
Moiseiev, did not shy away from discreditingthe official line. He publicly stated that
the danger of war with the West continuedto exist.64The head of the CPSU Central
Committee's International Department, Falin, strongly criticised the German
unification process as it was developing in agreement with the USSR.65 One of
Shevardnadze'sdeputies in the Foreign Ministry spoke out against official policies
and warnedthat Germanymust not be allowed to be a memberof NATO.66The more
moderatemilitary raised their voices against any concessions concerning Germany's
militarystatus.67It has been reportedthat some militaryleaders even demonstratedto
Gorbachevin Februarythat they would not allow more concessions to the Germans
and the West. If their views were ignored, they would resort to armed resistance.68
During spring 1990 opposition stiffened. In June full-fledged antagonists of
Gorbachev's and Shevardnadze'spolicies created a party organisationof their own,
the CommunistParty of Russia. At approximatelythe same time there was a sharp
debate in the CPSU Central Committee. Falin strongly attacked official policies
towards Germany.In particular,he objected that the GDR was being 'devoured' by
West Germany and that the Federal Republic's claim to be the foundation of the
future united Germanyhad been accepted. He also emphasisedthat the Warsaw Pact
had to be maintainedthrough reform and to serve as a basis of the emerging new
Europe. As to the military status of Germany,he deemed indispensablea balance of
interestswhich would not allow Soviet rights to be secondaryto Western ones, as he
felt was being accepted by Gorbachev and Shevardnadze.Against these and other
accusations, official policies were defended by the Director of the Academy of
Sciences EuropeanInstitute, Zhurkin.69In the end, Gorbachevmanaged to turn the
tide. His policy line prevailed at the XXVIII Congress on 2-13 July 1990.70As both
the Soviet leaders and their Westernpartnerswere aware, it was this political victory
at home which allowed the Kremlin leeway in German affairs.7'
This success was, inter alia, due to support by domestic allies. To be sure, the
advocates of the old order were very influential in the bureaucracyand among the
military. But there were increasinglylarge segments of society which sought change
in foreign relations.They wanted a new relationshipwith the formerlycaptive allies,
with Germany, and with the Western powers. Long before decommunisationhad
begun in 1989, they had already protested against old thinking in foreign policy by
stating that it was Stalin's ruthlessness which had made the Western nations draw
togetherin NATO and combatwhat they could not but view as the USSR's challenge.
According to this thesis, it was Soviet traditionalpolicy ratherthan Western attitudes
which had to change if East-West confrontationwas to be overcome. In an early
phase, the conclusion had been that the two blocs had to be replaced by some
pan-Europeansecurity system.
During the upheavalof autumn 1989 this reformistschool of thoughtpartedways.
While the centrists stuck to pan-Europeanism,which they saw as an instrumentof
both rapprochementwith the West and control over Germany,the democrats'demand
for change went beyond previous revisionism. According to their argument, a
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pan-Europeansecurity system was not realistic any longer since the West simply
would not accept it. At the same time, there were doubts whether such a system
would really work. If this system were inefficient, as appearedlikely given the short
time available,Germanneutralismwould result. This would be tantamountto creating
the same conditions as after the 1919 Peace Treaty of Versailles, which had allowed
the Europeancountriesto eschew consensus and take the road of World War II. Since
the Warsaw Pact was in disarrayand decay, NATO was the only reliable security
frameworkin Europe. Thus the Western alliance was indispensablefor the stability
in Europeon which the USSR dependedif it wanted to be successful in transforming
itself domestically. The Soviet democrats were also convinced that there was a
common basis of political values between the countriesof NATO and democratising
Russia.72
The democratic view was more radical in accepting Western positions than the
centrist-mindedSoviet leadershipfelt it could accept. But in the course of spring 1990
a common denominatorbetween the two sides developed. When Gorbachev and
Shevardnadzehad acquiesced in Germanunificationat the end of January,they had
been conceptually unpreparedfor the internationalproblems which went along with
it. So they had not objected to Germanneutralitybeing suggested by others (such as
the East Germancommunistleader Modrow or interviewing Soviet journalists)for a
shortwhile.73When the foreign policy makersin Moscow thoughtmore deeply about
this proposal, however, they came to the conclusion that a freelancing Germany
would bring back the risks of the interwarperiod. It was therefore clearly undesirable.74Gorbachevand Shevardnadzewere unwilling to buy the democrats'argument
that the USSR should accept NATO as a stabilising element in Europe. They
continued to advocate a solution which would integrate Germany in some kind of
joint East-West securityframework.But the Westerncountries,including the Federal
Republic, were definitely unwilling to accept such an arrangement.So the democrats'
argumentbecame attractive at least as a rationale which might help to justify the
concession to NATO if it became inescapable.
Agreement on German NATO membership

Observersboth in Western countries and in the USSR increasingly realised that the
Soviet leaders would be unable in the end to continue their resistance against
Germany'sinclusion in NATO. By early March 1990 some reformersand democrats
in Moscow with contact with top foreign policy makershad predictedthat Gorbachev
would eventually acquiesce in the Western demand.Two months later quite a few of
Gorbachev's and Shevardnadze's negotiating partners expected that the Kremlin
would eventually give in. The most likely date was thoughtto be a shortwhile before
the consummationof Germanunification in the autumn,once the Soviet leadership
had gained the upper hand at the XXVIII Congress. The possibility for Soviet
compliance had been created in early July 1990, it is true, but it was felt that
Gorbachev and Shevardnadzewould wait as long as possible so as to maximise
Western counter-concessions. An importantelement of the diplomatic bargain resulted from Gorbachev's ever-increasing economic difficulties and his hopes for
Western financial assistance. Both the G-7 forum of the world's leading industrial
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nations and the West German Chancellorhad already indicated their willingness to
help, if on a general basis.
It came as a surpriseto Western governmentsthat Gorbachev and Shevardnadze
did not wait until the autumnbut sought agreementwhen Kohl visited the USSR in
mid-July. This was a departurefrom previous Soviet habits. It was equally unusual
that there was no intense bargainingover the price to be paid by the Western side.
On the basis of political and financial offers submittedby the Western governments
in general and by Bonn in particular,Gorbachevaccepted GermanNATO membership without much reservation.75He clearly was seeking a co-operative relationship
which would be based on mutual trust and understanding.
The crucial points were agreed between Gorbachev and Kohl in Moscow on 15
July 1990. The Soviet leader was willing to accept termination of four-power
responsibilities and full German sovereignty at the moment when the Federal
Republic and the GDR merged. This would imply German self-determinationon
alliance participation.At the Chancellor's request, he confirmed that the Germans
were free to continue their membership of NATO. As Gorbachev emphasised,
Germanrenunciationof ABC weapons, non-extension of NATO structureson GDR
territoryfor the time being, a lower manpowerceiling on the West Germanarmy and
a contractualagreementon a continuing,if diminishingSoviet troop presence in East
Germany for a few years were other essentials of the deal.76Underlying it was
Germanwillingness both to give several billion DM credit to the USSR and to assist
the forces' withdrawalthroughpaymentwhich was later put at DM 15 billion. These
financialmeans would be used to provide housing for soldiers who returnedto their
home country.The agreementwas disclosed to the public one day later at a joint press
conference of the two leaders in Zheleznovodsk.The crucial points were clearly and
unambiguouslystated, with Gorbachevemphasisingthe fundamentalcharacterof the
change which had begun to take place in NATO.77
On the whole, the results were favourablefor the West. The Federal Republic and
the three Western powers had prevailed on the crucial issue of German NATO
membership, which allowed the Western alliance to become the cornerstone of
Europeansecurity ratherthan being put in jeopardy, whereas the Warsaw Pact was
doomed, as was soon to become clear. At the same time, the details of the
accompanying concessions to the USSR were such as to imply no unacceptable
sacrifice.To be sure, the 370 000 men ceiling imposed on Germany'smilitaryforces
was fixed outside the CFE context and thus amounted to an individual unilateral
obligation-something which Bonn had traditionallysought to avoid. But the personnel figure conceded to the Germanside was closer to Bonn's than to Moscow's point
of departure.It did imply that the two Germanarmies had to be cut in half, but this
was felt to be feasible given the de-confrontationin Europe which had taken place.
Germanrenunciationof ABC armamentsimply repeatedan individualcommitment
undertakenby the Federal Republic as early as the 1950s. Everyone knew from the
very beginning that Germany's neighboursin both East and West would insist that
this restriction must continue. The point of contention had been only the Soviet
demand that the Western powers' nuclear systems be evacuated from West German
territory.NATO, it is true, was obliged to reduce the numbersof these systems, but
total elimination was not agreed. The Western side had also prevailed over the issue
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of getting the Soviet troops out, while no such provision was made for the Western
troops which were deployed in the Federal Republic with the free will of the host
country. Last but not least, Gorbachevhad agreed to German sovereignty, and with
no delay after unificationwas consummated.What the Soviet Union was to receive
in returnwas both Western,particularlyWest German,willingness to cooperate and
German commitmentsto help the ailing Soviet economy financially.
German unification and European security

It was a most unusual,indeed unique historical situation,which falsified all concepts
and predictions on how German unification would come about and how it would
relate to Europeansecurity. But it can be arguedthat a less anomalousconfiguration
is unlikely to have resultedin Germanunificationat all. Under conditions of 'normal'
internationalrelations,along the lines establishedin the precedingdecades, there was
little if any possibility that the status quo of Germandivision would be altered.Bahr
and other fundamentalistadvocates of detente were right in feeling that, on the
premise that there would be no breach of past patterns,German unification would
hardly evolve. He was wrong, however, in anticipating that normal East-West
development would allow confrontationto subside at some point. Hence his vision
that the two sides would create common security structuresdid not come true. The
terminationof East-West conflict presupposedthat the USSR had lost much of its
political weight.
The communistsystem and East-West confrontationhad been twins in Europeand
in Germany.When both of them collapsed, it was Germanunity which emerged first,
owing to elemental feeling, particularlyin the easternpart of Germany.There was no
similar drive which would have propelled progress towards a joint system of
Europeansecurity as well. On the contrary,decommunisationentailed the re-emergence of divisive national feeling which had been suppressed in the Soviet power
sphere. It is logical that this new challenge to security in Europe did not promote a
common effort. Against this background,it was only logical that the West's stable
security structure,NATO, was confirmedratherthan demolished (as would have been
the case if the Germanbackbonehad been taken out of the alliance). There was some
awareness in Moscow that GermanNATO membershipwas also in the best Soviet
interest. After all, the Western alliance was stemming a tide of destabilisationwhich
was threateningperestroika. Political transformationin the USSR presupposed a
stable internationalenvironment.
The Atlantic alliance, however, was largely unpreparedto play the role of a
stabiliser outside its territory.But one of its basic assets, the peace zone created
among its previously often conflicting members, was an indispensablecomponent of
any arrangementon European security. The Soviet foreign policy makers were
increasingly aware that, given the strains of the ongoing domestic transformation
process, it was such stability that they needed in the outside world. They concluded
that NATO had to serve as a partial guarantorof their country's external security.
This presupposedthat Moscow had abandonedits previous ambitionsto control much
of the global development and now contented itself with guarding regional and
defensive security interests.It is on this basis that, in the course of 1991, the interests
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of the USSR on the one hand and those of the NATO countries,including the United
States, on the other were seen in Moscow to coincide.78
The internationalconfigurationwhich permitted German unification came as a
surpriseto everyone. Quite a few advocates of detente had felt that Germandivision
would last forever. Those who had continued to look forward towards unity had
expected only slow and gradualprogress. Under those conditions, it appearednatural
that the other European countries could be both willing and able to provide the
security frameworkwhich would make German unification safe for the rest of the
continent. From autumn 1989 to autumn 1990, however, an acceleratingdynamism
towardsunificationemerged which did not allow the time to lay new foundationsfor
Europeansecurity. Innovative solutions which would still have to be tested were out
of the question. The governments involved had to have recourse to what security
structureswere in existence already.In the perspectiveof both West Germanyand the
three Western powers, NATO was the only reliable security structurein Europe.
ContinuingGermanparticipationin NATO was thereforedeemed indispensable.The
Kremlin was neither strong nor persuasive enough when it sought an arrangement
which would prolong East German membershipin the fledgeling Warsaw Pact. In
essence, the Soviet foreign policy makersthemselves felt that they had no convincing
alternative.They did not really deny Germanyaccess to NATO, and they never put
their full weight behind a clear-cutproposal of their own. Their objective was rather
to seek some kind of middle-of-the-roadarrangementwhich would limit or delay
Western gains.
A number of factors contributedto countering Soviet damage-limitationtactics.
The GDR's progressive destabilisation,Soviet unwillingness and inability to make a
stabilising effort in East Germany,and the Warsaw Pact members' radical rejection
of previous bonds with the USSR are among the most importantones. Under these
conditions, Moscow could not stick to its preferredoption. As a result, insistence on
both a pan-Europeansecurity system or on some compromise to provide for some
German participationin the Eastern alliance proved unfeasible. This in turn was a
deadly blow to the Warsaw Pact as a whole. The USSR was thus unable to use the
two-plus-fouragreementit envisaged as an instrumentfor keeping unwilling allies in
some modified version of the Eastern alliance.
When the Soviet leaders realised that they had to dispense with the German
component in the Warsaw Pact, they faced a difficult choice. On the one hand, they
could try to press for Germany not to belong to either alliance. Pursuit of such an
objective would have reflected the Kremlin's desire for an equitable solution which
would not favour the Western side at Soviet expense. But there were strong
argumentsagainst making such an effort. The USSR would have had to pay a high
price in terms of alienatingthe West. At the same time, the chances of success were
very low from the start, given the West's unconditionalrejection of any deal which
would leave NATO without West Germany.
If, however, the Kremlinwas willing to acquiesce in GermanNATO participation
with some minor qualifications, substantial benefit could be expected in terms of
Western, notably West German,preparednessto provide help to Moscow. It is true
that such a choice was tantamountto acceptance of an asymmetrical outcome in
traditionalterms. But this promised satisfaction of the most pressing Soviet need:
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economic support would be forthcoming. Western benevolence also opened a way out
of the security dilemmas which the Soviet leaders had to face after their traditional
allies had increasingly defied and isolated them. This was the basic reason why Bonn
and the other Western governments did not encounter much difficulty in persuading
their Soviet counterparts that trading Germany's military status for good relations
with NATO and the Western countries was a good bargain. Thus a fundamentally
new security situation emerged in Europe under the catalytic effect of German
unification. As a result, both influence and responsibility have been handed to the
West and to its leading power, the United States.
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